**INTRODUCTION:** Reported military experiences with use of dermal regeneration templates (DRTs) have shown tremendous benefit in optimizing the outcomes in complex extremity reconstructions.^1,2^ Similar to the reported military series, civilian-based trauma and oncologic extremity reconstructions may also benefit from application of DRTs in the setting of a complex wound. ^3,4^

**METHODS:** An IRB approved retrospective study of a single surgeon consecutive DRT case series spanning over a two-year period was completed. Patient demographics as well as wound characteristics and location information were recorded. In addition, length of time to DRT application and skin grafting were evaluated. Dressing type, DRT and skin graft survival were also assessed and analyzed.

**RESULTS:** The review revealed 28 total cases employing a DRT for reconstruction. Included in the study were 22 cases that involved an extremity or residual limb defect. 13 of the patients in the extremity group had a wound as a result of trauma. Seven wounds were a consequence of oncologic resection, 1 was a chronic post-operative wound and 1 patient had a wound that was a product of an aggressive soft tissue infection. Patient follow-up ranged from 2--24 months. The DRTs were employed over many regions both distal and proximal in the upper and lower extremity. In the majority of cases, exposed vital structures such as bone, tendon, nerve, joint capsule, and vasculature structures were encountered. The patients in the series experienced a \>95% graft survival both of the DRT and the second stage autologous skin graft. The average time to DRT application to the wound was 14 days and the average time lapsed from DRT placement to second state skin grafting was 25 days. Over 90% of the patients received DRT and skin graft coverage with a silver impregnated dressing or silver negative pressure wound sponge. There were no DRT or skin graft failures in our series and likewise no wound complications. DRTs proved successful in providing viable, stable coverage of these exposed vital structures while providing an acceptable vascularized dermal construct for second stage skin grafting. Preservation of joint mobility and extremity motion was achieved in all cases.

**CONCLUSION:** In military and civilian extremity reconstructions, DRTs have provided reliable regenerative, vascularized constructs for skin grafting in complex extremity wound conditions while contributing to improved functionality.
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